Kansas Democrats are seeing red, but not for the reasons
you'd expect
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION!

dumb dumb dumb dumb dumb dumb dumb dumb dumb Democrats will never get anywhere by pretending to be more like Republicans who
broke it broke it broke it broke it broke it

City-states are the answer. Take Trump's Wall
and put it between Larrytown and Topeka. Problem solved. Let em have Western Kansas.

By acting "more Republican", you've handed the race to the Republican. That has happened at the local level, and it has happened at the
national level. Grow a pair and be Democrats and not worry about how the national party is moving left. Republicans have moved the entire
playing eld to the right for the past decade and a half. Get behind Bernie Sanders who is speaking plain truths to Americans. Help people
who need it and tell the Koch brothers to go away!

What's the difference between a Democrat and a Socialist? Apparently the head of the Democratic National Committee is unable to answer
that question from two different reporters! Democrats have a much bigger problem than any Kansas issue.
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2015/07/30/chris_matthews_to_debbie_wasserman_schultz_whats_the_difference_between_a_democrat_an

Thanks for the mention. There are other Democrats who will run in '16.
If anyone would like to keep tabs on my campaign, it is facebook.com/Ski4KansasSenate21

Meeker, the last thing Democrats want is to become more like Republicans. How did we get stuck with a Blue Dog running our party??

Because obviously the way to energize the Democratic base in Kansas is to make sure it's impossible to tell the difference between their
candidates and the Republicans. Morons.

I don't recall ever hearing from anyone that the Kansas Democratic Party was ready to "rebrand" itself. But I also don't fault our Party Chair
for considering all marketing approaches as we gear up for the next election cycle, be they fetched from near or far. That's part of the inhouse vetting process, not usually done under a public lens. This "Red State Democrats" concept was one of a number that was offered, and
clearly it's struck a nerve. But that doesn't make it New Coke; it's never gotten past the discussion stage, and it may never do so. As for a
perceived dearth of Democratic candidates, that situation is normally over by the rst or second week in November, a year out from the
election.
Larry Meeker is fundamentally right about one thing, and as a Massachusetts-born-and-raised Progressive I will attest to this myself: Kansas
Democrats, BY AND LARGE, tend to be more centrist in our approach to governance, even though we skew leftward with regard to social
issues. I can live with that, even if philosophically I'm at the far left end of the bell curve. What I nd hard to accept is the notion that some
very vocal and otherwise cuddly, lovable people who anchor the left end with me don't have any tolerance for a process that allows for
divergent thought in order to make a balanced judgment. That's usually the domain of the Party of No, and the last time I checked we were
quite proudly the Party of Why The Hell Not.

we need to be Democrats that is here to repair the damage the Republican has done and get Kansas back on track to prosperity. we need to
move into the future and not move further into the past.''Kansas Democrats moving Kansas forward again''

Kansas, the state so great even our Democrats are Republicans!

I tend to agree with Andy Sandler's comments, especially the part about Kansas Democrats by and large being Centrists in their approach to
governance. I lived in California for 25 years and it still cracks me up to hear all the conservative Republicans around here bashing the Dems
as being left-wing liberals. They don't have a clue what a REAL left-wing liberal is.....a rare breed in these parts. Virtually all the Democrats I
know are moderates. Anybody remember Dennis Moore?

I am a disenfranchised republican for the following reasons:
1. Current state government is corporation/lobbyist focused - people don't matter
2. There is NO dialogue - it is a dictatorship
3. I highly value education and health care for all (expand Medicaid)

